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The relationship between Taoism and Buddhism is an important topics，people had 
explored it from different viewpoint. In all these thought of the viewpoint， “the 
syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” proposition raised by the Wu Shouyang， the 
famous inner alchemist in late Ming and early qing dynasty，was the most 
representative  ,and this viewpoint presented the new perspective for people to 
understand the relationgship between Taoism and Buddhism.  The contents of this 
proposition explained that the pratising methodology of Taoism and Buddhism is 
assimilation and accordance, but author regard that “the syncretism of Taoism and 
Buddhism”include  not only the pratising methodology but also philosophical 
thought is assimilation and accordance.In the course of practicing  Buddhism or 
Taoism,the doctrine for practising Buddhism or Taoism of the individual seeking after 
the truth of universe and life, pursuing the life immortal,is “the syncretism of Taoism 
and Buddhism”.Because Taoism and Buddhism are similar and communicant in the 
cosmology, vimutti-katha, ontology, mind-nature theory, religious and aspirations, 
pratising methodology , and there is deferent logical expression, language style, 
description view,  detailed and brief between Taoism and Buddhism.,and the 
deference or diversity between Taoism and Buddhism is complementary for each 
other , they can mutually to make up their deficiencies ang enrich their own doctrine 
for practising Buddhism or Taoism,which had similar logic and philosophy,then  
“ the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”  come  into existence.From the 
historical development view, the doctrine for practising Zen school of Chinese 
Buddhism is the form of “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”,the same as the 
inner alchemy theory. 
This dissertation is composed of four chapters, as well as an introduction and 
aconclusion，it analysis “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” philosophical 
thought in the Taoism and Buddhism from two aspects of  historical development 















universe to body and soul free process. Chapter One dicusses the relationship between 
Taoist school and Taoism,and the relationship between “three doctrines in one”and 
the “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”,and the “the syncretism of Taoism 
and Buddhism” characteristic of Inner alchemy and Zen school. Chapter Two 
interprets ,expounds and proves “ the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”
characteristic in the Taoism and Buddhism,from the philosophical thought such as 
cosmology, vimutti-katha, ontology, mind-nature theory, religious and aspirations,. 
Chapter three discusses that Taoism and Buddhism have connection each other by 
mutual interpretion, and there is “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”
characteristic in both of their pratising methodology. Chapter four displays “the 
syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” contemporary religious form by field study,and 
analysises the “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” modern significiance. 
On the base of analyzing  and  discerning historic material  and the relative 
research subject, author try hard to reveal “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” 
characteristic which is naturally  interlinked  and  complementary in Taoism and 
Buddhism doctrine, and  try to transcend and make innovation in this dissertation, 
which mainly has five highlight: firstly, it expands the research vision on the thoughts 
of “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” in breadth and depth, expands the 
thoughts of “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”in the inner alchemy theory to 
Zen school of Chinese Buddhism in breadth, expanding the academic research aiming 
at the pratising methodology of “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”to 
philosophical thought of “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”in depth. 
Secondly, this paper interprets the philosophy and practice of “the syncretism of 
Taoism and Buddhism” phenomenon in Taoism and Buddhism in different angles, 
explores and expands that there is  naturally  interlinked  and  complementary 
characteristics in the doctrine for practising Buddhism or Taoism.Thirdly, Through 
comparing the Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu Taoist ideas with dhatu-vada and 
madhyamaka, which is the  Buddhism theory of Zen school, the author interpret and 
analyze the doctrinal adaptation and assimilation between them , conclude that the  















forthly,the author discern and argue the view of “inner alchemy theory had absorbed 
the mind and nature theory of Zen school”, think  the  thought of “the syncretism 
of Taoism and Buddhism”inner alchemy theory unfold in two levels：one is the inner 
alchemy theory absorbs the enlightenment concept to perfect necessity theory of 
practising Taoism ，another is the method of inner alchemy for purifying the mind  is 
naturally similar to Buddhism theory about citta and svabhava. at last,the author study 
the contemporary religious form of“the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism”in 
XiaMen by the field survey method,conclude that the faith of “the syncretism of 
Taoism and Buddhism” is become more and more secularized,and the Fundamental 
reason why “the syncretism of Taoism and Buddhism” phenomenon can last from 
two thousand years ago until now  is core ideas of two kind of religion and  Chinese 
people’s   harmonious and beyond religious thinking pattern. 
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